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War of Gog and Magog
Ezekiel Chapters 38 & 39 and Zechariah Chapter 14 tell of this war.
DEBKAfile Special Report August 20, 2010, 1:04 PM (GMT+02:00) - Sources

close to the Palestinian Authority leader
Mahmoud Abbas quoted him as saying that direct talks with Israel were not in the offing
because "a

big military surprise awaits the Middle East."

In his book “The Final Act”, Pastor Chuck Smith of Calvary Chapel, Costa
Mesa, says on page 49, “The European Union cannot rise to predicted
prominence as long as the Russian Alliance poses such a tremendous threat to the
European continent.” Page 51 says 5/6ths of an invading army from Russia, Iran,
Libya, Turkey and others will be wiped out.
Until recently, Turkey, Egypt and others were allies, or at least not enemies,
of Israel. With the overthrow of multiple governments in the Middle East, that
has all changed.
Russia cannot expand to the East or West as it would mean war with China
or Europe. Czar Putin, as the press call him, claimed the North Pole for Russia.

Underwater at the North Pole - Russia Plants Its Flag
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At the time, there were fears he would attack America, but Russia was too
weak. The only way left for Russia to expand is to the South.
Russia will not stop trying to wipe out Israel: Russia was involved in the
1967 war, the 1973 Yom Kippur War and a thwarted invasion of Israel in 1982. It
took more than 20 semis, hauling 24 hours a day, more than 3 months to haul
away the weapons captured in 1982.

Russian Air Power

Putin & Rocket Banjo

God will be sending this army against Israel. However, God will be fighting
on Israel’s behalf.

Israeli Jet
He will send the invaders against the Mountains of Israel. He sends a great
earthquake, rain, hailstones, fire, burning sulfur, bloodshed, fear and confusion so
the invading army will fight against itself.

Burning Sulfur
[THROUGHOUT the sites (of Sodom and Gomorrah) are very unusual balls
of pure elemental sulfur.]
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The Bible states "...the LORD rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah
brimstone and fire, from the LORD, out of heaven." (Gen 19:24)

Sodom and Gomorrah Destruction

Man-made structures

Modern Afghan Village
Built Into Hillside

Ziggurat Without Damage

Ashen Sphinx

Destroyed Ziggurat

[“Considering its supernatural origin, one would expect to find unique characteristics in such sulfur, and
this is indeed the case. Its composition reveals lengthy exposure to high temperatures. Sulfur found in geothermal
regions is invariably the "rhombic" form, evident from its familiar bright yellow color.
By contrast, the brimstone from these Dead Sea sites is the pale white "monoclinic" form. Sulfur changes
to this form when exposed to high temperatures for an extended period of time, as would have been the case.
X-ray Fluorescence Semiquant analysis and other tests reveal the sulfur balls to be up to 98.4% pure
sulfur, significantly more pure than naturally occurring sulfur.
Brimstone

Sulfur Ball
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Sulfur Balls in Ash

Sulfur Ball

Burning Ball

The sulfur balls have been found at all five destroyed cities, and although numerous geologists have been
consulted, no other examples of naturally occurring sulfur is found anywhere on earth that remotely resembles the
form found at these sites.” -- Chariot.net]
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“On that day I will give Gog a burial place in Israel, in the valley of those
who travel East toward the sea. It will block the way of travelers, because Gog
and all his hordes will be buried there.”
God gives Putin, Ahmadinejad and their armies as food for birds and
animals.

Birds Gather in Israel for the Feast
In recent years, for the first time in 2500 years, the Griffin Vulture has
stopped in Israel to nest there for the year, instead of continuing on its annual
migration from Africa to Asia or Europe.

Griffin Vulture

Himalayan Griffin Vulture

Unusual Plague (Caution-Next page has disturbing picture)
7 Years Worth of Energy
“For 7 years they will use the weapons for fuel,” possibly referring to the gasoline
and diesel spoils of war.
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“I will display my glory among the nations, and all the nations will see the
punishment I inflict and the hand I lay upon them.”
Israel has had the Neutron Bomb since the 70’s, before the U.S. had it.
Misnamed as a humanitarian weapon, it kills by ultra-high radiation, but leaves
buildings intact. Eyeballs melt and pour down people’s faces, flesh dissolves and
sores won’t heal.

Radiation Sickness
“This is the plague with which the Lord will strike all the nations that fought
against Jerusalem: Their flesh will rot while they are standing on their feet, their
eyes will rot in their sockets, and their tongues will rot in their mouths.”
“At the end of 7 months, (following a wait for radiation to disperse) they
will begin their search.
“As they go through the land and one of them sees a human bone, he will
set up a marker beside it until the gravediggers have buried it.” “For 7 months
the house of Israel will be burying them in order to cleanse the land.”

Begin Searching

Bones
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Placing Markers

Once again, forces working against God in Egypt, Lebanon, Tunisia, Yemen,
and Morocco resume churning events closer and closer to the War of Gog and
Magog. The attempted noose around Israel is tightening.
It is not the ascendancy of Muslim forces completing the ominous circle
around Israel that you have to worry about. God defends Israel. It is the
antichrist rising to power after that you need to worry about.
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